PBM Relationship Segmentation Tool: Mapping Your
Organization’s PBM Relationship
Introduction and Instructions
The National Pharmaceutical Council (NPC) research report Toward Better Value noted a potential
relationship between employers’ engagement in managing prescription drug benefits and their overall trust
in/satisfaction with their pharmacy benefit manager (PBM). Derived from the research, this worksheet enables
employers to:
A. gauge their approximate position on a segmentation grid measuring employers’ active engagement in
pharmacy benefit management and their trust/satisfaction with PBMs, and
B. use that segmentation position to guide potential action steps to move up and/or right on the
segmentation grid below – toward greater engagement and trust/satisfaction.
Steps for completing the worksheet are:
1. In the two tables below, review each item and choose the response that most accurately reflects your
organization’s behavior over the past year (versus what you plan/aspire to do). Tally the points
associated with each set of items (trust/satisfaction and engagement).
2. Plot the points your organization scored on the 2-by-2 segmentation grid provided.
3. Identify actions to increase your organization’s engagement and/or trust/satisfaction.

Step 1: Rate and Tally Trust/Satisfaction and Engagement Questions
Trust/Satisfaction with Pharmacy Benefit Management Vendor
Items

Scoring

1. How well-aligned are the goals of your PBM with
your organization’s employee health, productivity
and cost goals?

 Not at all aligned (0 points)
 Moderately aligned (1 point)
 Highly aligned (2 points)

2. How trustworthy is your PBM in providing services
that are in the best interest of your organization and
its employees?

 Not at all trustworthy (0 points)
 Moderately trustworthy (1 point)
 Very trustworthy (2 points)

3. How well does your PBM perform at negotiating
with manufacturers to achieve cost savings?

 Poor (0 points)
 Fair (1 point)
 Excellent (2 points)

4. How well does your PBM perform at implementing
tactics to help control costs by ensuring use of the
most cost-effective treatments?

 Poor (0 points)
 Fair (1 point)
 Excellent (2 points)

5. How well does your PBM perform at implementing
tactics to help improve health by ensuring patients
are prescribed the most effective treatments?

 Poor (0 points)
 Fair (1 point)
 Excellent (2 points)

Total Points (plot on vertical axis in Step 2)
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Engagement in Pharmacy Benefit Management
Items

Scoring

1. In the past five years, has your organization
completed a comprehensive evaluation of moving to
a fully transparent, pass-through PBM model?

 No (0 points)
 Yes (1 point)
 We use a fully transparent passthrough PBM (2 points)

2. Which of the following best describes your
organization's typical approach to a prescription
drug list or formulary (PDL)?

 Accept PDL with no changes or
customization (0 points)
 Add or remove <5 drugs to
better suit the needs of our
employees (1 point)
 Add or remove 5+ drugs to
better suit the needs of our
employees (2 points)

3. Do you or does someone on your team
understand the details of the contract your
organization has with its PBM?

 No (0 points)
 Somewhat (1 point)
 Yes, fully (2 points)

4. Do you or does someone on your team
understand your PBM’s performance guarantees?

 No (0 points)
 Somewhat (1 point)
 Yes, fully (2 points)

5. Have you or has someone on your team invested
significant time reading and understanding the
contract your organization has with its PBM?

 No (0 points)
 Somewhat (1 point)
 Yes, fully (2 points)

0

Total Points (plot on horizontal axis in Step 2)

Step 2: Plot Your Scores

Note the quadrant in which your
plot falls.

Trust/Satisfaction with Pharmacy
Benefit Management Vendor

To identify your organization’s
position relative to PBM
trust/satisfaction versus
engagement in managing your
pharmacy benefit, identify the spot
at which the point totals from the
above tables intersect.
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Step 3: Identify Actions to Increase Trust/Satisfaction and/or Engagement
If your plot point is in the upper right quadrant, congratulations! Your organization is actively engaged in
managing its prescription drug benefit, and you have a relationship with your PBM marked by high
trust/satisfaction.
If your organization is in any of the other quadrants, you may want to consider working to increase
trust/satisfaction and/or engagement to move up and/or right on the chart. Actions to consider include:
1. Determine your organization’s priorities and expectations of your PBM and specialty pharmacy
manager (SPM): Assemble your team and ask: What do we want from our PBM and SPM partners?
What value do we expect them to create? What are our priorities? Figures 1 and 2 of NPC’s Toward
Better Value research report identify key PBM and SPM value proposition elements and can be used
to guide your team’s discussions.
2. Meet with your PBM and SPM to discuss your organization’s priorities and understand how their
programs and services align with your expectations: Your vendor partners will perform best if they
know what matters most to you. Your organization will also have a stronger foundation for
trust/satisfaction if you understand how different services align with your priorities.
3. Develop expertise needed to manage your PBM relationship: Be sure one or more people on your
team (including internal and external/consulting resources) have the expertise needed to understand
prescription benefit management broadly, and to understand the details of the contracts you have with
your PBM and SPM vendors. See the Improving Your Prescription Drug Benefit Consulting Support
tool to assess and gain insights that can help your organization improve its consulting support.
4. Confront the core issues of complexity, transparency and rebates head-on: Our research
demonstrated that complexity, transparency and rebates are core issues behind low employer
trust/satisfaction with their PBM and SPM relationships. If your team does not feel comfortable with or
does not fully understand what your PBM or SPM is doing and/or how fees and rebates flow, or why
certain formulary recommendations are being made, ask for a better explanation and more
transparency.

Notes
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